September 25, 2016
Full Parish Meeting Comments
Altar
1. Like the altar in the center
2. Church in the round gives a greater sense of community
3. Don't like the altar in the middle
5. Altar needs to be raised enough so that all can see
6. Slant the floor slightly so people in the assembly can see more
easily.
Priest
1. Don't like priest's back to people
New entry/Gathering space
1. Proposed entrance and gathering space are beautiful and welcoming
Circulation
1. Must be able to move around the worship space easily and comfortably
2. Worried about the flow of people in the new arrangement
3. Late arrivals and those who need to leave during the liturgy should be able to do so
inconspicuously
Ceiling
1. Ceiling will change acoustics in worship space
2. Like the dropped ceiling
Chapel
1. Like the proposed location of the Blessed Sacrament chapel
2. Curve the wall of the chapel that is in the gathering space and make it of glass
Trees
1. Spruce trees should come down to make the church more visible
2. Use the trees that we take out for something
Single comments
1. Walk from the parking lot to the new entryway will be too far for some people
2. Fix what must be done, i.e. painting, lighting et al, leave the rest
3. Worship space is adequate the way it is
4. Drop-off area adds hospitality
5. Plaza could be triangular (Blessed Trinity)
6. Mary shrine is an important addition to our worship space
7. Would like to see stations of the cross added somewhere
8. Concerned about the font being a water hazard
9. Exterior of building needs work
10. Organ should be in back
11. Should use materials and colors that make the building feel warmer inside and out
12. Keep altar, ambo and presider's chair that we now have13. Window in office wall so secretary can
see who is at the door
14. Like the door from worship space into the social hall

